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1. Introduction
Information consists of diverse representations of reality. These representations may be data, models,
perspective or views, perceptions, and methods and techniques for problems solving. In organizational
contexts, we encounter these diverse information types, and they all require different ways of management and software tools to help on this. This Quickstart is written for understanding the link between different concepts of information -as explained in Wijnhoven (2009) (Wijnhoven 2009)- and
practical information management tools so that you learn to manage, study and use different sorts of
business information with modern software tools. We use the following assumptions for compiling
this Quickstart:
1. There is only one way to understand software tools from a user’s perspective: making assignments.
2. This Quickstart is written in collaboration of many students, because they know better than a
20 years experienced professional what the experiences and frame of reference of their colleagues are.
3. We assume that information is a meaningful representation of reality, which can have many
shapes, as debated in the philosophy of knowing (see Wijnhoven, 2009).
The design of the QuickStart is based on the structure of Wijnhoven, 2009 (see table 1.1).
Chapter Wijnhoven 2009

Assignment

QuickStart

2.

The Lockean inquiring system and databases

A1

Chapter 2

3.

The Leibnizian inquiring system and decision models

A2

Chapter 3

4.

The Kantian inquiring system and multiple perspectives

A3

Chapter 4

5.

The Hegelian inquiring system and information politics

A4

Chapter 5

6.

The organizational context of information

A5

Chapter 6

Table 1.1: Information concepts, assignments and QuickStart

As a generic approach to information management, we follow a method of informing which starts with
perceived problems and questions and end with answers, solutions and capabilities. This is a pragmatic
approach to information. The problem solving and design logic that we propose resembles design sci9

ence (also see Wijnhoven 2009 chapter 7, and (Hevner et al. 2004; Peffers et al. 2007). Between these
two ends, there is (1) scoping of the area of interest, (2) analysis and modeling of the problem situation, (3) design of a solution, and (4) the realization of an informing solution using software and human skills (see Figure 1.1).

Answers, decisions,
solutions, capabilities

The problematic world

1. Select area, scope
topic

2. Analyze and make a
model of the issue

3. Design of an
informing solution

4. Realization of the
informing solution in
software &
organizational practice

Figure 1.1: A generic model of informing and information management

This Quickstart uses the fictitious case of a Grand Café as a running case. Grand Café The Palace is a
restaurant and café established in London. They can host a maximum of 175 people. To serve its
guests, Grand Café has hired staff. The staff is located in 4 departments (see table 1.2):
Department

Employees and jobs

Kitchen

o

5 cooks (full-time)

o

8 assistant cooks (part-time).

o

4 students (part-time). Washing the dishes.

o

6 waiters (full-time)

o

12 waiters (part-time)

o

4 waiters on call. For events or very busy days.

Cleaning

o

4 cleaners clean the building on each morning before the Café opens

Management

o

1 manager (full-time)

o

2 assistant managers (full-time). They do the planning, purchasing, personnel

Service

administration and handle legal issues.
o

1 assistant manager (part-time). For the administration, including the financial
administration.

Table 1.2: Departments and jobs in a Grand Cafe
The kitchen closes every day at 9:30 p.m. This does not mean that the staff is free, because they still
have to clean-up and help guests. The kitchen-staff is free when the kitchen is clean. The waiters are
10

free on Tuesday, Wednesday and Sunday at 11:00 p.m. in the evening. On Thursdays and Fridays they
finish at 2 a.m. (see table 1.3).
Day

Open

Closed

Monday

10 a.m.

10 p.m

Tuesday

10 a.m.

10 p.m

Wednesday

10 a.m.

10 p.m.

Thursday

10 a.m.

0 a.m.

Friday

10 a.m.

1 a.m.

Saturday

10 a.m.

1 a.m.

Sunday

11 a.m.

10 p.m

Table 1.3: Opening times

With this short piece of information, we will invite you to all kinds of assignments for understanding
the diversity of information and ways of managing information. See Table 1.4 for some key questions
related to each inquiring systems.

Wijnhoven 2009

Key questions

A1. The Lockean inquir- What data do managers/people need? What are the relations between theing system and databases

se data? What reports are most useful for whom? How can we use software to maintain data (consistency) and reporting easier?

A2. The Leibnizian in- What are the causal relations between parameters? What parameters are
quiring system and deci- important to predict and forecast reality (e.g. number of expected clients;
sion models

availability of waiters; specialisms, qualifications and experiences of
kooks and waiters?). How to solve long waiting times?

A3. The Kantian inquir- Who are involved in what processes? What is the input and output of
ing system and multiple what processes? How are tasks divided in the department? Is it possible
perspectives

to make processes more efficient and lean?

11

A4. The Hegelian inquir- What are correct performance measure and indicators? How should one
ing system and infor- correctly interpret indicators (e.g. a waiting time score)? Is it correct
mation politics

what is said by the media and the market about us or others?

A5. The organizational What departments and persons need what information system? What are
context of information

the relation among the systems? What is a useful information plan and
strategy for the company?

Table 1.4: Information concepts, assignments and QuickStart

The text should be evaluated on its practicality in developing entrance level psychomotoric skills for
undergraduate management students. We have note aimed at a fully scientific foundation for what we
presented and for that we refer to several sources in the text and the end of this book. We also have not
aimed at a fully well drafted texts; several sentences may need improvements and the layout is not fully perfect. To do so, we need more efforts and the professional support of a publishers, but because all
of these imperfections we are able to offer this book for free to you. From this practicality perspective
the readers and especially the users of this text are much invited to send suggestion for improvement
to fons.wijnhoven@utwente.nl.
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2. Empiricism, datamanagement and databases
2.1 Locke and databases
Empiricism (based on the philosophy of Locke) is a theory of knowledge emphasizing the role of experience, especially sensory perception, in the formation of ideas, while discounting the notion of innate ideas. The Lockean inquiring system is based on John Locke (1632-1704) (Uzgalis 2010), who
postulated in his first book on “An Essay Concerning Human Understanding” that there are no innate
ideas that form our understanding of the world. In book II, he states that the mind is a "blank slate" or
"tabula rasa"; that is, contrary to Cartesian or Christian philosophy, Locke maintained that people are
born without innate ideas. In book III, he states that language is a key element in forming and codifying understandings, and that we need to share common meanings to make knowledge sharing feasible.
Locke recognizes that ordinary people are the chief makers of language and that scientists have the
task of checking if the connections made between properties in reality in this language are actually
true or not. In book IV Locke states that man should try to use reason, i.e. a combination of observation, experience and rationality in finding truth. But, people have limitations in reasoning, because
many issues are too complex (for the time being), and in such cases it is reasonable to believe. So
revelation comes in where reason cannot reach (Uzgalis, 2008: 25) (Uzgalis 2010). Following Gregor’s (Gregor 2006) classification of theories, the Lockean inquiring system produces descriptive accounts of regularities and the predictions people (i.e. a community of experts) share. According to this
inquiry system, knowledge is an intersubjective true representation of the world and believed to be
“objectively” true by consensus in the community of its owners. Information failure in this context results in a lack of correspondence with reality.
Empiricism (Locke’s approach) emphasizes true facts about reality as the key to understanding the
world. Our senses are a data collection mechanism, and the data we collect should be more or less directly understandable and be shared with other people to develop a collective understanding. Data collection and knowledge creation, though, require substantial work of the mind. The mind for instance
will have to develop interests in specific areas (trying to collect all data about everything is obviously
impossible) related to specific challenges and goals (Berger and Luckmann 1967). These interests and
goals thus delimit the boundaries of the universe of discourse, which in turn specifies the data needed
and the mechanisms by which these data can be efficiently and effectively acquired (Halpin and
Nijssen 1995). These data need interpretation and analysis to create relevant information for decision
making and problem solving, but an important bias is already created by the sensory mechanism itself
(Berger and Luckmann 1967). A universe of discourse description contains meaningful coding and
words (so called semantics) for representing relevant phenomena (see further e.g., (Halpin and Nijssen
1995)). The Lockean inquiring system thus focuses on the representational veracity, completeness and
meaningfulness of primary data, i.e. data that are direct representations of reality.
13

According to the Lockean inquiring system at least four steps are required to make data meaningful
(see Figure 2.1):
1. Scoping and identifying the objects in the world about which data have to be registered.
2. Data definitions as the descriptions of labels of objects and for standardization of the meaning of
data in a database.
3. Data models for an efficient way to deal with data, preserve consistency between data and maintain the data;
4. Reporting mechanisms that allow to (quickly) produce relevant reports from (large amounts of)
data.

The problematic world

1. Select area (i.e.
universe of discourse) of
the world as problem,
challenge, agenda
Section 2.2

Answers

2. Create a description of
the universe of discouse
(UoDD); i.e. a datamodel
Section 2.3

3. Create database
design; i.e. translate
UODD to data tables and
relations
Section 2.4

4. Realize database
and its functionalities,
e.g. in MS-access with
queries and reports
Section 2.5

Figure 2.1: An empirical model of data management using databases

These points mean in practice that a database is needed. A database is an explicitly logically structured
collection of data. When using MS Access, you can relatively easily make a database. However, first it
is important to design the database in a number of steps. Note that following the four steps mentioned
above the relation between people’s observations and sensations and the actual creation of data which
may be managed by a database is intermediated by sensatory mechanisms and their lables. This is also
explained by the following chart from http://heasarc.nasa.gov/docs/swift/about_swift/mission_flow/,
which explains how initial observations are collected and transformed to data that astronomers can analyze and interpret as, e.g. gamma ray bursts at a specific location, with a certain strength, length and
duration (see Figure 2.2). In this chart, SWIFT is the telescope, thus the sensationary mechanism,
which sends out unlabled sensations via satellites to ground stations, where the signals are next labeled as gamma ray bursts (or something else) and connected with time, location, duration and other
attributes to make an analysis of what actually happened. These analyses also can be used by scientists
to create knowledge on:
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Determine the origin of gamma-ray bursts.



Classify gamma-ray bursts and search for new types.



D
Determine how
h the burstt evolves andd interacts wiith the surrou
undings.



U
Use gamma--ray bursts to
o study the eaarly universee.



P
Perform the first sensitiv
ve hard X-rayy survey of th
he sky

SA 2010).
Figure 2.2: From eveent, signal to informationn: the examplle of gamma ray bursts (ssource: NAS

s
betw
ween organi zational even
nts and undeerstanding off them existss. For exA similaar mediated situation
ample, a purchase haas many neccessarily relaated entities to understan
nding it, like a moment of
o time, a
type of pproduct or service that is
i bought, a prices, a volume, a placce, a sales peerson, a buy
yer, and a
paymentt. All these entities
e
need attributes too register them
m. A sales person
p
can bee registered via
v his or
her nam
me and emplooyee numberr. A price muust be expreessed in a nu
umber of mooney of somee type. A
buyer caan be registerred by an acccount numbeer, name, and
d address.
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2.2 Goal of this chapter
Taking the empirical view on information (read the book carefully), we conclude that we need databases. This chapter will explain how to make a database and how to generate a report using a database.
To realize this we discuss the following:


The Universe of discourse (UoD) as a coherent set of entities (see section 2.3).



The Universe of discourse description (UoDD) as a set of entities with attributes (see section 2.4).



The Database design using MS Visio (see section 2.5).



Implementing the Database design in MS Access (see section 2.6)



Making of a report (see section 2.7)

Note that if the UoD or UoDD are incomplete, it will be impossible to make complete reports. However, if the UoDD includes too much, it will become very expensive and complicated to maintain it
quality and consistency, and none becomes happy with too much irrelevant data.
The universe of discourse is that part of the world that is central to the problem for which the database
is needed. The problem is for example that a Project Manager has no overview of his current staff.
Then the universe of discourse consists of information objects like an employee, hour rates, and departments. By this you describe the information need of the manager. The universe of discourse determines the scope of the problem and consists of a number of objects (and excludes a lot more objects
of the world). These objects are the core things over which data is collected. These objects are logically linked to each other.
The information objects are….
1. Entities, i.e. phenomena of reality, like persons, cars, and countries. The whole set of relevant entities and their logical relations is what we call the Universe of Discourse.
2. Attributes are characteristics of these entities, like age, size and geographic location.
3. Entities and attributes have logical relations. For example China has a population of 1.3 billion
people; Netherlands has a population of 16 million people.
4. Entities can have relations as well. For example China and the Netherlands collaborate on the
exchange of students.
5. Attributes can have relations. Having a higher income may correlate with a better health condition or if your income is below X, you may apply for a study allowance larger than Y.
The set of entities, attributes and logical relations is what we call the Universe of Discourse Description (UoDD).
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2.3 Makking a UoD ussing MS Visio
MS-Visiio offers som
me very usefu
ful tools for eexpressing a UoD. You only describbe the entities and the
relationss between theem here. So, attributes arre not mentio
oned in an Uo
oD.


Openn MS Visio



Visio has a lot of
o templates,, which are ssets of relateed shapes forr making any
ny kind of model. For
exam
mple, there are
a templatess for floor maaps (with shaapes like doo
ors, desks, annd chairs) fo
or organizatioon charts, annd for busin
ness process maps. The template wee use for thiis UoD is th
he ORMdiaggram. You caan find it at ‘Software
‘
annd Database’. ORM mean
ns object-rolle modeling. [ORM is
a sem
mantic modeeling approa
ach that desccribes the wo
orld in terms of objects annd the roles that they
play]
y]



Youu get a workssheet/drawing
g page with on the left side
s
a bar witth diverse shhapes (includ
ding entity, vvalue, binaryy and connecctors). Entitiees are the ov
val circles with the unoppened line. When
W
you
wantt an entity-shhape on your worksheet,, you have to
o drag an entity-shape fro
rom the left bar
b to the
rightt side of thee screen (you
ur worksheeet). While the shape is still selected,, you can ch
hange the
nam
me of it (e.g. employee). All
A entities hhave a singlee name (e.g. employee innstead of em
mployees).
A guuideline for the
t number of
o entities is a minimum
m of 3 and a maximum
m
off 6. More thaan 6 entities will be probblematic with
h the implem
mentation of the databasee later, so scoope is a vitaal issue in
formation sysstems designn!
databbase and info



Wheen all entitiess are on the drawing
d
pagee, it is time to
t connect th
hem. You havve to know which
w
entitiess are logicallly and meaningfully relaated. Connectt the entities with a ‘connnector’ (in th
his case a
line without an arrow
a
at the end). Put thhe end of thee connector (

) at the coonnection po
oint from

ns red, the coonnection is successful.
s
The
T entity noow can movee, without
the eentity ( ). Iff the end turn
breaaking the connnection. Now
w connect thhe other end from the con
nnector withh another enttity. After
all eentities are loogically conn
nected, the ffirst step of database
d
design is complleted. An ex
xample of
the U
UoD of the case
c
Grand Café
C The Palaace is given here.
h
See an example of
o a UoD in Figure 2.3.
Expertise area

Emplo
oyee

Task

Projecct

Departm
ment

Location

Accoun
nting

Sales

o a UoD.
Figure 2.3 Example of
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The information need is the Personnel Manager’s need for information about staff. The Personnel
Manager may ask what employees do we have? What is their expertise? To which department do they
belong? What tasks do the employees perform? For which projects are the tasks don at what particular
moment? For example: if Grand Café The Palace has clients to celebrate an wedding, they have to arrange a wedding cake and a chic décor. Which of these tasks are performed by whom?
2.4 Universe of Discourse Description (UoDD)
A universe of discourse description (UoDD) is a specification (i.e., a precise disambiguous description) of the UoD. In a UoDD, attributes (also called values) are connected with the entities, which describe the type of information that will be registered in the database. The UoDD further specifies relations between entities and attributes to be able to quickly retrieve information, generate reports and
maintain consistency among the different data stored.
The entities are already created in the UoD. These entities have attributes or values. Attributes describe the characteristics of an entity. For example, a student has a unique student number, a name, a
telephone number, e-mail address, etc. All these are characteristics of values which fit with you as a
student. Your unique student number is called an identifier (primary key) in database language. When
one types this number in the database, only your record will be retrieved, because you are the only
student with that number.
When we search using your name, there is a possibility we will also find other people with the same
name. It is very important that every entity has a unique identifier. In business, for example, client
numbers, order numbers, supplier number, and part number have to be unique. (Just imagine what
would happen if it would not be so).
Furthermore relations exist between an entity and corresponding attributes and among entities. Using
ORM, we can create these relations as follows:


Open the UoD diagram (mentioned above) in Visio.



Click in the Visio menu bar on ‘insert’ and ‘new page’. Name this page (e.g. UoDD/ERD). Now
you have a new drawing page, but you still work in the same map.



Copy the entities from the UoD on this worksheet. First you have to connect the entities in the
same way as you did in the UoD. But, the connectors now will have another shape, because you
also have to describe the logical relation. These relations are called cardinalities. The cardinalities
between the entities can be 1:1, 1:N, or M:N.

With Visio’s ORM Template, there is a specific way to display the relations between entities. A brief
explanation by type:


1:1 relation between entities. For instance a passport must uniquely identify an individual person.
Mobile phone companies mostly allow only one person to be the licensed user of a phone number.
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Althhough a persoon can have multiple phoone numberss, many admiinistrations aallow only reegistering
one mobile phonne number fo
or a person. IIn that way, this administration has a 1:1 relation
n between
umbers.
persons and mobbile phone nu


1:N relation: youu pronouncee it as a one-tto-many relaation. A depaartment can ccontain moree employees, while emplooyees can be member of only one dep
partment. In Visio, you ccan make thiis 1:N relatioon as followss: the entitiess employee aand department are alreaady made (coopied from th
he UoD).
Betw
ween these tw
wo entities you
y put a ‘ro le’. This is similar
s
to collumns of a taable. We onlly use binaryy roles in ourr simple exam
mple, so tab les with two
o columns (seee Wijnhoveen, 2009, fig
gure 2.5).
Connnect the onee side of thiss role with thhe first entitty (e.g. depaartment) and the other side of the
role with the seccond entity (e.g. employyee). This caan done by the
t role connnector (the unopened
u
t ORM, beecause this iis the simple one. We
line without arroows). We only use this coonnector in the
his:
ignoore the text beelow the rolee. What you see now is th

Figuure 2.4
In thhe worksheeet, there are three crosses shown abov
ve the role, seee the next fi
figure:

Figuure 2.5
To put arrows between
b
thesse crosses wee represent the
t type of reelation. Thesse arrows aree uniquenesss constraintss, and can bee point to thee left, right, or both sidess. For exampple, a departtment can
conntain more em
mployees, wh
hile employeees can be member
m
of only one deparrtment. In thiis 1:N relatioon, you havee to place thee arrow as beelow. The arrrow has to point
p
to the N
N-side of thee relationshipp:

Figuure 2.6


M:N
N relation is named a “m
many-to-manyy relation”. Think
T
for example aboutt a relation between
b
a
task and an emplloyee. An em
mployee can work at several tasks, an
nd several em
mployees can
n work at
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one task. Such a relation wee can displayy in the Entitty relationsh
hip diagram ((ORM template from
Visio) as followss:

Figuure 2.7
Thee difference now is the arrows
a
abovve the role. The
T next fig
gure is the U
UoD and UoDD/ERD
from
m the inform
mation need from
fr
the Perssonnel Manager:
Exxpertise area

Employee

Departme
ent
... has .../... has ...
.

... has .../... has ...

... has .../... has ...

Projectt

Task
... has .../... ha
as ...

Figuure 2.8
The entiities are now
w mutually reelated, but thhe entities haave also, as mentioned
m
eaarlier, attribu
utes. First
T is done for
f the examp
mple above:
it is handdy to write all the attributtes from entiities down. This


Empployee: employee numberr (identifier) , employee name,
n
phone number, adddress



Department: deppartment num
mber (identifi
fier), departm
ment name



Expeertise area: expertise
e
cod
de (identifier)), expertise name,
n
hour raate



Taskk: task number (identifierr), task namee, start date



Project: project number
n
(iden
ntifier), projeect name, staarting date, en
nding date

In MS-V
Visio attributes are connected to entitiies in the sam
me way as en
ntities are rellated to each other, so
using thee 1:1, 1:N annd M:N relatiions.
For creatting the corresponding atttributes for tthe entity deepartment in the
t ERD, draag two ‘valu
ue shapes’
along thee drawing paage, and givee the right naames: departm
ment numberr and departm
ment name.
Then inssert a role beetween the en
ntity departm
ment and the attribute dep
partment num
mber and do the same
thing forr departmentt name. Then
n we connecct them with the role connectors again
in. This will look like
this:
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Fig. 2.9

Also bettween entitiees and attribu
utes arrows should be placed
p
above the role, juust like we have
h
done
with the relationships between th
he entities. Thhe rules for this
t are….


Aboove the role of
o an identifier (1:1 relatiion) come tw
wo arrows (to
o the left andd to the rightt –two arrowss apart of each other). Fo
or example tthe relationsh
hip between the entity deepartment an
nd the attribuute department number iss given in Figgure 2.10.

Figure 2.10



ure 2.11
Figu

Aboove a role froom a non-ideentifier (1:N relation) co
omes one arrow which pooints to one side (the
w has to poinnt to the N-side of the rellationship, seee Figure 2.1
11):
arrow



Aboove a role froom a non-ideentifier (M:N
N relation) co
omes two arrrows (attachhed to each other,
o
just
N relation arrow at the enntities).
like with the M:N

Below w
we present an
a example of an UoDD
D (NOTE th
hat this is th
he same pictu
ture as in Wijnhoven
W
(2009) ppage 21 and so this pictu
ure is not connsistent with the examplee we used heere. We just used this
picture to give you an
a indication of how an U
UoDD looks like):
l
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Figure 2.12

Now youu have a fulll Universe off Discourse D
Description. The UoDD/ERD must m
meet the follo
owing requiremennts:


Use correct shappes for entitiees and attribbutes;



U
use off the same enttities and mu
utual relation
ns are the sam
ame;
Conssistent with UoD:



Attriibutes/valuess are defined
d;



The relations am
mong the entiities and the entities and attributes arre logical andd made with the right
methhod. Therefore roles with
h arrows aboove are used.

2.5 Dataabase design
n
The nextt step of deveeloping a dattabase is makking a datab
base design:


Openn MS-Visio and choose ‘database m
model diagram
m’ (you can
n find it undeer software and
a databasee). There is something
s
neew in this w
worksheet, naamely a bar with databasse propertiess beneath
the w
worksheet.
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U
and
Startt with draggging a table (entity) to tthe worksheeet for your first entity from your UoD
UoD
DD. While thhis table is seelected, you ccan name thee table (e.g. employee).
e
Y
You can do this
t in the
bar w
with database properties beneath the w
worksheet.



The arrow (below
w categories) is on “Defiinition”. Mov
ve this arrow
w to Columnss.



D), and ensuure the box under
u
PK
Typee all attributes (the samee attributes aas used in thee UoDD/ERD
(whiich stand forr primary key
y) is checke d for the ideentifier (PK). So employyee number has
h a PK,
and is therefore automaticallly required ((req’d). Beneeath ‘data ty
ype’ somethinng will automatically
be placed. As yeet, we are reaady with this table, which
h will look lik
ke Figure 2.113.

Figure 2.13

If the PK
K notation inn your table looks differennt, something went wron
ng. If it went well, do the same for
all entities. Now youu have as maany entities inn your work
ksheet as in th
he UoD and UoDD. In the example the m
model has 5 entities:
e

Figure 2.14

The harddest part folllows now: crreating the reelations betw
ween the entities. We draag ‘relations’ (arrows)
to the w
worksheet to create ‘foreiign keys’ (F
FK). Foreign keys are the identifiers from one entity that
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will be pplaced in thee table of ano
other entity. For examplee: the foreign
n key ‘departtment numbeer’ has to
be in thee table ‘emplloyee’, becau
use every em
mployee has a departmentt number. Noote that FK’ss are also
attributes of a specifi
fic entity, so you
y have to m
mention them
m too in you UoDD.
In MS-V
Visio, we reaalize FK’s by
y dragging a ‘relationshiip’ from the left toolbar to the entity
y “department”. T
The departmeent table willl turn red andd will look liike this:

Figure 2.15

Release the end of the
t relationsh
hip-arrow (juust like in th
he picture) on
o the PK, inn this case on department num
mber. Then drag
d
the greeen closingpooint of the arrrow to the middle
m
of the employee taable until
it is red aand release:
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Figure 2.16

The resuult is a FK in the employeee table:

Figure 2.17

Do this ffor all relatioonships. The model will llook like thiss:
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Figure 2.18

The relaationships beetween the en
ntities in thi s model hav
ve to be the same
s
as the relations in the UoD
and the U
UoDD madee before! Thu
us in generaal you have to
t compare a Visio modeel with you UoD and
UoDD; tthe relations have to be the
t same. Soo again, do not
n compare this model w
with the UoD
DD given
before; tthis was just an example we used from
m Wijnhoven
n (2009) to illustrate whaat an UoDD will look
like. Thee relationships, entities and
a attributees are slightlly different as
a in the exaample we ussed in the
Quickstaart.)
The resuulting UoDD must meet th
he followingg requirements:


The MS-Visio ‘ddatabase mod
del diagram’’ template is used.



For all entities from
f
the UoD
D and UoDD
D/ERD tablees are created. These tabbles have recceived the
corrrect titles andd the attributtes are filled in the tabless.



An iddentifier is inndicated for every table.



The tables are loogically conn
nected to eacch other. Herreby foreign keys arise.

2.6 Implementing th
he database design in M S Access
Now, wee can implem
ment the dataabase design in the databaase managem
ment softwaree (like MS Access):
A


Openn MS Access.



Openn an empty database
d
and
d name it (e.gg. database Personnel
P
Maanager). We do not use a standard
tempplate in Acceess because we
w already m
made our own
n database deesign.



Creaate tables. Evvery entity or
o table from
m the databasse design neeeds also a tabble in MS-A
Access. In
MS--Access 20077 you will haave the screenn of Figure 2.19.
2
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Figure 2.19

Click onn View and Design
D
View (see Figure 2.10).

Figure 2.20

You willl have the following message of Figuure 2.21.

Figure 2.21



Nam
me the table, e.g. Employeee, and clickk on OK.



Typee (under “fieeld name”) all
a attributess, beginning with the priimary key. IIn our case this
t
is an
“empployee numbber”. Also ty
ype all other aattributes in the MS-Acccess field. Thhese attributees have to
matcch with the concerning
c
taable from thee database deesign made in
i MS-Visio . So you hav
ve to type
the fforeign keys as well! Thee employee taable now loo
oks like this in
i the databaase design:
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Figure 2.22

In Accesss it looks likke this:

Figure 2.23

In the taable below you can read the explanattion MS-Acccess gives ab
bout the secoond column of the table: dataa type. The atttribute Dataa Type can haave the following settings:
DATA

USED
D

TO
T

TYPE

STORE

Text

Alphhanumeric daata
(text and numbers)
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LIMIT
TATIONS/R
RESTRICTIIONS

Stores uup to 255 ch
haracters.

Memo

Alphanumeric data

Note that adding 2GB of data causes your database to operate

(text and numbers)

slowly. If you enter data manually, you can enter and view a
maximum of 65,535 characters in the table field and in any
controls that you bind to the field. When you create databases
in the Office Access 2007 file format, Memo fields also support rich-text editing.

Number

Numeric data

Number fields use a Field Size setting that controls the size of
the value that the field can contain. You can set the field size
to 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 bytes.

Date/Time

Dates and times

Access stores all dates as 8-byte double-precision integers.

Currency

Monetary data

Stores data as 8-byte numbers with precision to four decimal
places. Use this data type to store financial data and when you
do not want Access to round values.

Au-

Unique values cre-

toNumber

ated

by

Stores data as 4-byte values; typically used in primary keys.

Access

when you create a
new record
Yes/No

Boolean (true or

Access uses -1 for all Yes values and 0 for all No values.

false) data.
OLE
ject

Ob-

Images,

docu-

Stores up to 2GB of data (the size limit for all Access data-

ments, graphs, and

bases). Adding 2GB of data causes your database to operate

other objects from

slowly. OLE Object fields create bitmap images of the origi-

Office and Win-

nal document or other object, and then display that bitmap in

dows-based

the table fields and form or report controls in your database.

grams

pro-

For Access to render those images, you must have an OLE
server (a program that supports that file type) registered on the
computer that runs your database. As a rule, you should use
Attachment fields for your .accdb files instead of OLE Object
fields.
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Hyperliink

Web addresses

Stores up to 1 gigaabyte of data. You can store links to
t Web
sites, ssites or filess on an intrranet or Loocal Area Network
N
(LAN) , and sites orr files on you
ur computer.

Attach--

Any

supporteed

ment

type of file

You caan attach im
mages, spread
dsheet files, documents, charts,
and othher types of supported fiiles to the reecords in you
ur database, m
much like yo
ou attach filees to e-mail m
messages. You
Y can
also vieew and edit attached filees, depending
ng on how th
he database deesigner sets up the Attacchment field.. Attachmen
nt fields
providee greater flex
xibility.

Table 22.1: Data typees in MS Access

We use AutoNumbeer for an identifier, becau
ause this is a unique sequ
uential numbber (that inccreases in
umber, that iis allocated to
t every new
w record whicch is added to
t a table.
steps of 1) or a uniquue random nu
Fields frrom the type AutoNumbeer cannot be uupdated.
For otheer attributes from
f
employee itself we uuse ‘Text’.
For foreiign keys we do not use Text
T but Num
mber (“Numeeriek”), becau
use this has tto be equal to
t the settings in tthe other tabbles (otherwisse there will be problemss when you have
h
to makee connections). ‘Text’
means thhat the field automaticallly has a size from 255 ch
haracters. Fo
or something like a phonee number
you onlyy need 10 chharacters. It is
i easy to chhange the fieeld size to 10
0, this will al
also prevent you
y from
filling inn a too long phone numb
ber for exam
mple. Enter at
a the bottom
m 10 at field size. You caan do the
same witth for exampple a zip codee.
A next step is to givee description
ns to all attribbutes:

Figure 2.24
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Now wee have one tabble for ‘Emp
ployee’. How
wever, we hav
ve to make five
f tables (foor every entity one):
1. Click in the menu bar on ‘Creaate’ and thenn on ‘Table’
v
again (leeft top ‘View
w’ and ‘Desig
gn View’).
2. Go to the design view
3. Namee the table annd repeat all the
t above alsso for this en
ntity.
Because of the tabs at
a the top you
u can easily sswitch from the one to an
nother table:

Figure 2.25

The nextt step is creaating connecttions among the tables:
1. G
Go to ‘Databbase tools’ (““Hulpmiddellen voor dataabases”) and choose ‘Rellationships’:

Figure 2.26
2. Add thhe tables by selecting theem and clickk on ‘Add’. They
T
pop up in
i the back oof the screen..
3. Whenn tables are addded, click on
o ‘Close’.
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Figure 2.27

4. Save aall the tables at the backg
ground (rightt mouse click
k on the tab of
o the table aand ‘Save’)
5. Closee all tables att the backgro
ound (right m
mouse click on the tab and
a ‘Close’)). Otherwise we can’t
make connections.
Now wee are in the sccreen with on
nly the tab ‘R
Relations’, an
nd the five taables. Now w
we have to im
mplement
the connnections betw
ween the tablees:

Figure 2.28

1 Drag th
the identifierr from the on
ne table on toop of the foreeign key from
m the other ttable. Click for
f example on ‘ddepartment number’
n
from
m the table ‘department’ and keep th
he mouse preessed. Go to
o ‘department num
mber’ from the
t table ‘emp
mployee’ and release.
2 In the screen you get, you haave to checkk ‘Enforce Referential
R
In
ntegrity’ (“R
Referentiële integriteit
i
n now looks like this:
afdwingeen”). Check also the otheer two boxess. The screen
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Figure 2.29

3 Next, cclick on ‘Creeate’.
Now theere is a line between
b
the two
t tables w
with on the on
ne side a ‘1’ and on the oother side th
he infinite
character “∞”. This means
m
a 1:N relation.
5. Repeeat this for all
a the tables. In our exam
mple it looks like this:

Figure 2.30

All the rrelations in this
t examplee are 1:N. M
MS-Access on
nly allows a M:N relationn by insertin
ng a third
table. Thhis is the so-called conn
nection tablee. To this tab
ble you havee to insert thhe primary-k
key fields
from thee two conneccted tables.
When alll the connecctions are maade, you havee to fill the tables.
t
First we fill all taables that do not have
FK’s. Thhese are deppartment, pro
oject and exppertise area. Next we filll out the “tassk” and after that the
“employyee” table. This is becausse MS-Acce ss immediattely makes liinks to otherr tables. If un
nderlying
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data is nnot yet made (for example in the casee of a departm
ment numberr), MS-Acceess cannot make these
connectiions. For thiss…
1 Double click on a table left un
nder ‘All tabbles’ (so firstt the departm
ment, projectt or the expertise area
table)

Figure 2.31

2 Enter ddata in the innput screen.
At AutoN
Number we do not havee to enter anyything; the numbering
n
will
w be done automaticallly (therefore ‘autto’ number). Further, for example, wee insert at the table deparrtment the deepartment naames. We
do this juust for all thee fields that we
w made.
It is mucch work to maintain
m
con
nsistency. Foor example, you
y cannot fill
f in ‘100’ aat task numb
ber in the
employeee table, becaause that meeans you havve to define at least 100
0 tasks (becaause the Auto
oNumber
starts at ‘1’). It is your own choicce how muchh data you in
nsert, but to make
m
a usefu
ful report, you have to
insert at least 5 recorrds everywheere. Here aree some examp
ples from fiv
ve completedd tables.

Figure 2.32
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Figure 2.33

Figure 2.34

Figure 2.35
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Figure 2.36

3. Save eeverything.

2.7 Makking a MS Acccess report
Now wee are ready too make a repo
ort. In MS-A
Access it is veery easy to make
m
a reportt:
1.Click iin the menu bar
b on ‘Creaate’ and ‘Repport Wizard’::

Figure 2.37

2.Insert ‘fields’ (attriibutes) (A) from
fr
differennt tables (B), due to the atttributes youu need for you
ur report.
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Figure 2.38
Supposee the Personnnel Managerr has a quesstion: which employees have perforrmed what tasks? He
wants too know this, because som
mething wennt wrong. Hee selects pro
oject name, ttask name, employee
e
name annd telephone number so he
h can contacct the employ
yee rapidly:

Figure 2.39

3. Click ‘Next’
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4. The nnext step is too sort thingss out. One caan choose on
ne of the opttions in the lleft white bo
ox. In our
case it iss logical to put
p project name
n
on top , then the taask name and
d eventually the name off the employee:

Figure 2.40
5. Click ‘Next’
6. This nnext step is optional.
o
Herre you can aadd ‘groepeerrniveaus’, ju
ust to sort thiings out. Try
y yourself
to see whhat this will look like.
5. Click ‘Next
6. This sstep is also optional,
o
but sometimes iit will becom
me clearer. You
Y can sort tthe detail reccords, for
examplee in order off employee name.
n
You ccould better try it yourseelf and see w
what the rep
port looks
like.
7. Click ‘Next’
8. In thiss step you caan make up th
he report. M
Make sure, you check the box
b ‘veldbreeedte aanpasssen zodat
alle veldden op een paagina passen’
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Figure 2.41.

9. Click ‘Next’
10. Chooose a style
11. Clickk ‘Next’
12. Nam
me the report
See an example beloow:
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Figure 2.42

If you knnow that there are compllaints about tthe delicaciees at the high
h tea, you cann call Jones or Hatter
what weent wrong.
Now wee are ready inn MS-Access. This assiggnment consiisted of two parts: implem
ementing a siimple database ddesign and making
m
a repo
ort which annswers a certtain problem
m or informat
ation need. Moreover,
M
this is onnly a small part
p of Access, the prograam offers a lo
ot of other th
hings.
The Acccess file mustt meet the fo
ollowing requuirements:


For all entities from
fr
the dataabase designn, tables havee been createed, and for aall attributes from the
m
in Accesss;
databbase design, fields are made



The primary keyys are the sam
me as the keyys in the database design
n, as well as tthe relationss between
entitties (tables) and
a thus the foreign keyss;
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For eeach attributte data is filleed in, otherw
wise there can
nnot be a rep
port;



There is a report where attributes from various entities are linked (in the example you see for example that the employee belongs to a certain task);



The report is clear, and you understand yourself what the report means.

2.8 Further study
This chapter introduced elementary concepts of database software. Database management is a separate
profession and the database industry is extensive. For further study we recommend e.g. J. Hoffer, M.
Prescott and F. McFadden (2002) Modern Database Management, Upper Sadle River (NJ): Prentice
Hall. Market leader in de database industry is the Oracle corporation with an eponymous product. Oracle makes it possible to many people to approximate, update, delete and make data available, while
all the rights and privacy policies will be monitored by the database management system.
2.9 Exercises
1. Create a database on a topic of your preference. If you lack inspiration, do it for a football club
(teams, players, coaches, team leaders, support, administration, maintenance) or for a flower shop
(suppliers, sales staff, inventory, sales reports, client card information).
1. Set up the UoD and UoDD using ORM.
2. Design the database
3. Realize the database in MS Access
4. Create reports
Do this job preferably with at least one other person.
2. Just a small final question: What is the difference between data managed via a structured database
and data managed via social software?
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3. Causal models and spreadsheet for decision support
3.1 Leibniz and spreadsheets
According to Leibniz there are two kinds of truths. The “truth of reasoning” and the “truth of fact”.
“Truth of fact” –which is the empiricist perspective- is discussed in the previous chapter on databases.
According to Leibniz, “truth of fact” alone will result in total chaos of understanding or as a maximum
some correlations may be found. Following our understanding of Leibniz, what people really need is
explanations and predictions so that they know what happens if certain actions would be taken. If we
are not able to produce such explanatory or predictive insights, we people will not be much more effective than dogs, who do understand regularities like performing certain tricks and the reception of
sausages. People are not dogs, and the main thing that distinguishes people from animals is our reasoning capability, that is the capability of understanding if-then or what-if relations. Causal knowledge of
this kind is obviously a very specific kind of knowing that can be well represented (and thus becomes
information) by causal models.
This view on truth leads to a number of implications for information management. For example: computers cannot make logic connections without people who actually know causal relationships. That
means it is essential to point out causal relationships before computers can help us with reasoning and
decision making (and they can very well!). Data in the empirical sense may be input and output of
causal models. Poor data input, may result in garbage output (the so-called garbage-in, garbage-out or
GIGA effect), but sometimes reliable input data do not exist and still reasoning under given assumptions (named simulation) may be very useful for well-reasoned decision making (especially in strategic decision making which has to reason about not yet existing futures). Causal models have a calculating mechanism to infer impacts of states of substances on the states of other substances.
Spreadsheets are very suitable for implementing causal models for analyzing the impacts of certain inputs on certain outputs. The inputs can be representations of future objects (like profits) and the model
may reason back to the required means (which are the model’s output) to achieve them, or the inputs
may be representations of existing conditions (like the number of clients or the existing financial resources) by which certain decisions may result in certain impacts in the longer run (and thus are the
model’s outputs). A spreadsheet is a computer application for calculations with the help of a fixed
structure, namely: columns and rows. These columns and rows can contain numerical data, but they
can also contain formulas. Additionally, spreadsheet have great opportunities of visualizing data.
For going from problems scopes to effective use of software (MS Excel in this case), we apply a variant of the general model of informing introduced in chapter one, named the rationalist model for decision support (see Figure 3.1; Source Wijnhoven 2009).
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The problematic world

1. Select area, scope
topic
Section 3.2

Answers and decisions

2. Analyze and make a
causal model including
a definition of goal
variables and causes
Section 3.2

3. Design the spreadsheet;
variables as information
lables; formulas as causal
relations;
Section 3.3

4. Check the
spreadsheet’s causal
correctnes and perform
“what if” analysis;
Section 3.4

Figure 3.1: The rationalist model for decision support
3.2 Goal of this chapter
Following our understanding of Leibniz, what people need are explanations and predictive models so
that we know what happens if we take certain actions. This we can achieve through the making of
causal relationships and implementing them in the automatic reasoning tool MS Excel. MS Excel also
has many excellent tools for analyzing data that are a good addition to a database. Therefore this chapter will present the following…
1. First a description of MS Excel and its opportunities to perform descriptive statistics in section
3.3.
2. Second we explain how one can represent causal reasoning into causal model by using MS-Visio
in section 3.4.
3. Third, we explain how one can implement causals models in MS Excel in section 3.5 so that in
Excel one can work with and make calculations using the causal structures identified.
Ultimate goal: Understanding of the Leibnizian view of information as causal models that can be processed by computers to speed up reasoning and decision making.
3.3 Elements of spreadsheets and producing descriptive statistics
A spreadsheet is a table with columns (labeled by letters in alphabetic order) and rows (labeled by
numbers), which allows to perform calculations. The input of data in a spreadsheet is realized by putting data in the cells. They are just numbers that do not have a function other than input variables.
Causal relationships give the data a function and make sure the cell has a goal. For example, the causal
relation makes a connection between the revenues on the one hand and the expenses on the other. This
is what makes a profit or loss. The causal models in MS-Visio have to look similarly in your spreadsheet The variable labels are text in a cell mostly on top of a column or left in a row.
Making a spreadsheet book
MS-Excel works with books which wear the extension ‘.xls’ or “xlsx” just like a Word document
wears the extension ‘.doc’. An Excel book consists of one or more tabs. Excel names these tabs auto44

maticallyy Sheet1, Shheet2 and Sheeet3, but theese can be ren
named by cliicking on thee right button of your
mouse annd choose ‘R
Rename’. Yo
ou can also aadd or remove Sheets by clicking
c
‘Inssert’ or ‘Deleete’ in the
menu naamed earlier. A Sheet exiists of rows ((1, 2, 3,…) and
a columns (A,B,…,AA
A, AB,…). To
o select a
cell in Excel, click onn it.
Series
01 differencee between each cell.
Imagine you want too insert a series of numberrs from 0 tilll 1 with a 0.0
m
time. T
There is a mo
ore simple so
olution:
Insertingg them all byy hand takes much


Typee ‘0’ in cell A1,
A ‘0.01’ in
n cell A2 andd ‘0.02’ in ceell A3.



Seleect these three cells.



Clickk on the squaare in the rig
ght down corrner of the seelected cells (it
( will then tturn into a crross) and
dragg it downwards. You will see that Exccel fills the selected cells automaticalllly.

See Figuure 3.2.

Figure 3.2
Sorting
You cann sort data byy clicking on data in the tooolbar. When you press ‘Sort’ you caan choose thee feature
on whichh you want too sort your data.
d
See Figuure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3.
as
Formula
ou can use thee tool ‘Insertt function’. You
Y will findd this tool wh
hen you
For the uuse of many functions yo
click on ‘Formulas’ in
i the toolbaar. See Figuree 3.4.

Figure 3.4
Under Formulas youu can also fin
nd some otheer options, which
w
are mostly shortcutts. Note that formulas
in MS-E
Excel are alw
ways preceded by a “=” ssign. Thus th
he formula fo
or the sum off the data in cells A1,
A2, and A3 is: =sum
m(A1+A2+A
A3) or shorterr =sum(A1:A
A3).
of an Excel worksheet
w
Lay‐out o
In Excell you can givve numbers a continual laayout. This happens when
n you select tthe cell and press
p
the
right buttton of your mouse
m
so thaat a menu apppears. For th
his, choose th
he option ‘Foormat Cells’. With
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this screen you can edit
e the features of the celll, like the fo
ont, color, thiickness of thhe borders, ettc. This
can com
me in handy when
w
you want to keep yoour sheet org
ganized. See Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5.

You cann also adjust some
s
featurees regarding tto how the in
nput is shown in the cellss, for examplle the automatic aadjustment of
o the cell sizze to the amoount of text in
n the cell. Th
his particularr feature you
u can find
under ‘F
Format cells...’, the tool: ‘A
Alignment’.
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Making Graphs
c
you seleected. One caan find
MS-Excel enables too produce graaph with the help of the input in the cells
v
of M
Microsoft Offfice they are called ‘chartts’. In the secction
the graphhs under ‘Inssert’, in this version
‘charts’ yyou can chooose the kind of chart youu want. After that, you can
n just follow
w the steps MS-Excel
M
gives. Seee Figure 3.66.

Figure 3.6

Negativee numbers
One can apply the auutomatic red color to num
mbers below 0 (or any oth
her trash holld). Now you
u can easwhat aspects cost much. Go
G to ‘Form
mat cells’ agaain and choosse ‘number’.. Instead of ‘General’
‘
ily see w
choose ‘number’. Noow you see 4 options, chooose the optiion which shows a numbeer under 0 ass red.
Referencces to other sheets
s
in onee book
What if you have tw
wo different calculations on differentt sheets and you want too know whatt the ultiF examplee: add cell A22 of sheet 1 on cell A2 of
o sheet 2. T
Type in the cell where
mate connclusion is. For
you wannt the answerr ‘=SUM(A2
2;Sheet1!A2)) and press enter. The answer now apppears in the cell. See
Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7.

Importin
ng data from
m MS Access
There arre various ways
w
to work
k with Databbase data (MS-Access) in
n Excel. Dattabases are useful
u
for
persistennt and structuured storagee of large vo lumes of datta. Excel is useful
u
to anaalyze the data, create
charts, pperform varioous calculatio
ons, what-if aanalyses etc..
There arre various ways to achiev
ving this (chheck your Ex
xcel help filee Importing data from Access
A
for
an overvview). The preferred
p
way
y is to createe a connectio
on to the Access query ccontaining alll merged
data. Uppdates in youur database will
w now be rreflected in your
y
Excel datasheet.
d
Hoowever, notee that you
cannot ccreate a connnection when the databasee is still open
n in Access. You can creeate a one tim
me export
in Accesss of the querry data and im
mport the daata in Excel but
b note that all updates w
will be lost.
Create thhe connection is Excel (D
Data Connecttion) as show
wn in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8
If the connection is successfully
s
created you w
wed to insert data throughh an existing connecwill be allow
u also can exp
xport the Queery data
tion. If yyour version of Excel doees not supporrt this simplee import, you
from Acccess to an Exxcel file.
Descripttive statisticss
n Excel by seelecting the pproper list off data and
Means aand standard deviations caan be easily calculated in
the form
mula. With freequencies thiis is a bit moore complex, because it reequires new table being produced
p
from callculations of another tablee.
Frequenccies; see Figure 3.9. Notee that a frequuency table and
a correlatio
ons both are not just form
mulas but
combinaations of diffe
ferent data.
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Figure 3.9.

bles
Pivot tab
For typiccal data entrry and storag
ge, data usuaally appear in flat tables, meaning thhat it consistts of only
columnss and rows. While
W
those data
d can conntain a lot of information,, it can be diifficult to gett summarized infformation. A pivot table can help quuickly summaarize the data and highligght the desirred information. The usage of a pivot table is extremeely broad and depends on
n the situatioon. A pivot table
t
usually consists of row,, column, an
nd data (or fa
fact) fields. See
S an exam
mple and how
w to convert tables to
pivot tabble in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10.
3.4 Caussal models and MS Visio
If a spreadsheet shouuld help in decision
d
makiing and reasoning, we firrst need a goood causal model
m
that
d their redescribes the decisioon problem. A causal moodel has variaables, which contain dataa values, and
which transfo
form the valu
ues of an indeependent varriable to a vaalue for the ddependent vaariable. In
lations, w
a spreaddsheet both these data an
nd transform
mational relations (formulla) can be sttored. First, however,
we discuuss how caussal models caan be made. F
For this, we use Visio ag
gain:
* Select from the geeneral templaates ‘Block D
Diagram’. This
T is a temp
plate by whiich one can represent
ws. See Figurre 3.11.
values ass blocks and causal relatiions as arrow
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Figure 3.11.

This dessign contains data components and reelationships. For Grand Cafe
C The Palaace, profit is the main
dependent variable, and
a costs hav
ve negative iimpacts on profit,
p
whereaas revenues hhave positivee impacts
on profitt. There are three
t
categorries of fixed ccosts:
1. E
Electricity, water
w
and gass
2. M
Management and adminiistrative salarries
3. H
Housing (rennt) and insurances.
There arre several varriable costs like:
1. Salary costs of cleaners, waiters and kitchen personnel
Purchasing costs
c
of the drinks,
d
mealss and snacks..
2. P
3. T
These variabble costs are highly depenndent on the number of guests.
g
The reveenues consistt of
1. D
Drinks. Grannd Palace haas three cateegories here: cheap drink
ks, medium ddrinks and expensive
e
ddrinks, with different sales prices andd different pu
urchasing costs.
2. M
Meals. Like the drinks, Grand
G
Palacee offers threee categories here.
h
3. Snacks. Grannd Palace off
ffers differentt snacks, butt all for the saame price.
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When you choose Block Diagram, you can use the different connectors and blocks to build a clear
model. An example for Grand Café The Palace. See Figure 3.12.
Number of quests

Salary Costs
Electricity,
Water, Gas

-

-

Fixed Costs

Profit

-

+ + +

Management &
admin salaries

-

-

Rent
Revenues

Snack revenues

-

+

+
-

Purchasing
costs

-

+

Meal revenues

Drinks revenues

Figure 3.12

Note that a + stands for a positive relationship and a – for a negative relationship. A positive relationship means that when the box on the one side of the arrow becomes more, than the box on the other
side of the arrow becomes also more or when the box on the one side of the arrow becomes less, than
the box on the other side of the arrow becomes also less. A negative relationship means that when the
box on the one side of the arrow becomes more, than the box on the other side of the arrow becomes
less and the other way around.
Of course one can extent the model by adding a decision point or use the room left for comments under the model for the pointing out of some important aspects. In this example we chose to focus on
showing the clarity of the causal relationships. Immediately you can see what kind of effect an input
factor has on the final profit.
To see the link between the causal diagram and an Excel spreadsheet, look at the following, simplified
example in Figure 3.13, where each variable reappears as an item in the spreadsheet. Next formulas
are given that express the causal relations between the (input and output) variables.
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Figure 3.13.

dvanced whaat-if analysiss is possiIf the moodels are weell expressed in the spreaadsheet structture, more ad
ble to suupport reasoning and decision makinng. As stated
d in the beg
ginning of thhis chapter, MS
M excel
(and spreeadsheet in general)
g
are excellent toools to help peeople making
g decisions oon basis of causal
c
understanddings of relevvant goals an
nd means. A couple of ex
xamples are: How many employees do
d I have
availablee for how maany hours peer month, andd how much do they cost per month? What are the start-up
costs of a certain maachine and what
w
is the ppayback timee? How much
h can a projeect cost and what are
W we like to
t see is whaat happens iff something changes
c
(e.g. the salary of the perrealistic margins? What
s
costs oon the comp
pany’s profitability? Or hhow dependeent is the
sonnel). What is thee impact of salary
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organizaation on the number
n
of viisitors? For oour case, Graand Palace wants
w
to anallyze what wo
ould happen if m
more or less guests
g
are prresent, or if people start consuming cheaper meaals and drink
ks. To be
able to ddo so, we neeed to presen
nt the causal relations meentioned in the
t beginninng of this chaapter in a
spreadshheet design. This spreadsheet needs to present the fixed and
d variable coost parameteers of the
causal diagram, the revenue
r
variiables, the vaariable “num
mber of guestts” and we nneed to be ab
ble to det causal reelations betw
ween these vaariables. Theese variables and their paarameters
fine the strength of the
3
are givenn in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14.

In Figuree 3.14 we see the followiing….


The blue arrowss, called “traace precedennts”, show th
he causal relations in thee spreadsheeet. To see
thesee arrows in MS
M Excel do
o the followinng:
1. C
Click on a ceell in which you
y entered a formula
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2. Click on the tab ‘formulas’
3. Click on ‘Trace Precedents’ (Dutch: “broncellen aanwijzen”). The arrows show where the
output in the selected cell comes from/are based on. The other way around, if you want to
show which cells are dependent of a specific cell, than:
4. Click on that specific cell
5. Click on ‘Trace Dependents’ (Dutch: “doelcellen aanwijzen”) (under the tab ‘formulas’)


In cell E25, we reuse the parameter of the number of guest as given in cell D2. This cell has $
signs before the column and row indicators ($D$2) so that the same number can be reused in E26
till E31 (if you copied the formula of cell E25 to E26 till E31). If we would not have done so, copying the formula from E25 to E26 would have change D2 to D3 etc. This also named absolute cell
addressing (default is thus relative cell addressing). When one changes a selection of cells which
contains formulas, the formulas also change. For example: when you have the formula
‘=SUM(B2:B10)’ in cell B11 and you move this to cell F51, the formula changes to
‘=SUM(F42:F50)’. This happens because the cell directions are connected with the position of the
cell which holds the formula. In this case you must use absolute cell directions. You can do this by
putting dollar signs before the coordinates (the row and the column indicators) in the original formula. That means that the formula from the example will be ‘=SUM($B$2:$B$10)’. When you
copy this formula from cell B11 to cell F51 the formula will not change. But when you copy the
formula ‘=SUM(B$2:B$10)’ to cell F51 (so, only dollar signs before the rows), the formula will
change to ‘=SUM(F$2:F$10)’. Only the coordinate with the dollar sign in front of it, stays the
same when copying the formula.



As you see in the picture, one can insert comments for explaining your assumptions. You can use
this for to explain why you have chosen a particular value or why a particular value is so high or
low:
1. Select the cell and press the right button of your mouse.
2. Choose ‘Insert Comment’.



In this spreadsheet, you calculate the profit or loss on an Friday evening. This particular evening is
a normal Friday night. But what happens if it suddenly becomes very quiet in Grand Café The Palace; e.g. only 100 guests? For this, copy the whole sheet to another page, and change D2 into B2
for cell E25. You will also probably need less waiters, less cleaners, and less kitchen personnel.



Another option of MS excel is to perform a “What If” analysis using a specific goal variable.

Take the following example (see Figure 3.15). Jacqueline and Peter want to hire the Grand Palace to
celebrate their 10th year of being together. They want to invite 200 guests, but do have only a budget
of 8500 euros. So what are the possibilities?
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Figure 3.15

Jacquelinne and Peterr want to treaat their friendds very well by offering a good meal.. Because thee number
of guestss will be 2000 (instead off 300 normallly), less waitters, cleanerss and kitchenn personnel are needed than on an average Friday niight, but stil l the price will
w be over 16,000, whiich is far above what
Jacquelinne and Peterr can effort. John le Graand is willing to reduce the price byy 1,000 euro, but still
Jacquelinne and Peterr cannot mak
ke it. They ddo not want to reduce th
he `service leevel` to theiir visitors
and conssequently, thhey propose to reduce thee number off visitors. For this, they pperformed a What-Ifanalysis (see Figure 3.16) by:
1. C
Click on ‘Daata’
2. C
Click on ‘W
What-if-Analy
ysis’ and chooose Goal seeeking
3. F
Fill out the small
s
screen in figure 3.1 6.
Note youu fill in 85000 instead of 7500,
7
becausee they get 10
000 euro discount).
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Figure 3.16

The resuult is that Jaccqueline and Peter will hhave to leavee 95 friends at
a home. Johhn, however, said that
with 1055 guests, he has less cossts, because he will not need the paarttime waiteers and only
y needs 1
kitchen aassistant. Jaccqueline´s an
nd Peter´s paarent´s decid
ded each to sponsor the event by 1,0
000 euro.
So if yoou have the spreadsheet
s
well organizzed, you willl be able to quickly calcculate the nu
umber of
people thhey can invitte.
3.5 Furth
her spreadsh
heet study
There arre excellent practical
p
books written abbout spreadsh
heets which can help witth the develo
opment of
advancedd use. We recommend
r
Tennet and Friend’s (Tennent and Friend 20055), Guide to business
modelingg. For a morre advanced study
s
we reccommend books on decission support systems and
d business
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intelligence (e.g. (Turban, Aronson, and Liang 2005)). There are several tools suppliers in the industry. For example: Microstrategy, www.microstrategy.com.
3.6 Exercises
1. Printing or e-readers? Imagine an editorial office with 250 people, who produce articles and read a
lot for their research. At the moment people mostly read articles after having downloaded them
and having them printed out. An average employee reads about 7 articles a week and reads also
about 10 draft manuscripts from colleagues a week. An average article is 10 pages. There is only
one very fast network printer for the whole group. This printer needs a new toner after 2,000 pages, costing 100 euros. One person is fully occupied managing this printer (salary costs 45000 per
year). Printing out takes only 10 seconds, however, people have to walk to the printer (about 1 minute for each print out), and there is a average cue of 1 minutes per each print. Paper costs are
about 10 euros per 500 pages. The average salary cost of the editorial office is about 60000 per
year. Assume that one works 1600 hours per year. John Michels considered giving all employees
an IPad for 600 euros a piece for free for each two years. He assumes that this will result in at least
75% less printing. Calculate what the costs and benefits are of this idea for the office. Also test
this idea using different assumptions regarding % of print reduction, time spend on printing, and
number of prints per person.
2. Cash forecasting. SmileYou is a specialist fashion company, started by Mary-Ann, who was previously a top fashion model but quit the business a few years ago. Her designs are very popular
and the business is growing fast. At the moment the return per year is 30 million, and the company
grows each year over 20 percent in volume and returns. Production is outsourced to companies in
China, Turkey and India, who all demand pre-payment before delivery. The relation between production costs and sales price is 0.5. The net sales costs (including logistics and warehousing) are
about 30% of the sales price. The time gap between payment of producers and payment by customers is 3 months. Calculate the cash flow for needs for SmileYou for the next two years, given
an 8% interest level and fixed costs of 10 million that increase each year by 10%. Also calculate
alternative situations, e.g. higher and lower growth rates, and higher and lower interest rates. Also
make graphics for the next 5 years regarding cash flow needs. How much of the growth will have
to be funded by banks or stocks?
3. Just a finishing questions: Why do we need causal models before developing a spreadsheet-based
decision support tool?
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4. Analytic thinking and multi‐perspective business modeling
4.1 Kantian view and MS Visio
Following Kant, observing anything (and thus also collecting information and data) is enabled by
some key analytic a priori. Thus we are enabled to describe phenomena and desired states only by
these analytic constructs. All these analytic a priori can be integrated into a more or less coherent
analysis and design language, which we name synthetic a priori (after Kant) (Hartnack and Hartshorne
1967). These synthetic a priori often have a view of the world at its root, which we name an ontology
(note for example that the word “profit” may comprise and exclude different categories depending on
the fiscal policy of an organization and that competing firms will offer different activities for a similarly named service) and for business (process) modeling different software tools offer different tools and
features (e.g. for business modeling ARIS, Bizagi and Petrinets offer very different sets of analytic a
priori’s). For analyzing organizational and business processes, several a priori are important: time
(when), space (where) (both dimensions are from Kant), what, how, who and why (these final four are
from Sowa and Zachman , (Sowa and Zachman 1992)). Each model gives a different view of the phenomenon and the selection of the a priori’s is therefore an important decision. Each decision here implies certain opportunities and limitations. Nowadays there are many software tools to describe and
analyze a phenomenon by mapping and modeling different perspectives and then integrate the perspectives. Several of these multiple perspectives are discussed in this chapter, and we offer a Kantian
information management model as starting from scope definition, going to analysis using different a
priori’s, next aiming at integration of these perspective, for the final purpose of supporting organizational change. See Figure 4.1.

New organizational
capabilities

The problematic world

2. Organizational a priori’s
Section 4.3
2.1. What model:
Create universe of discourse; datamodel
1. Select area of the
world as problem,
challenge, agenda
Section 4.1

2.2. How model: Conditions and actions
2.3. When model: schedules and agenda
2.4. Who model: Agents, capabilities and
resources
2.5. Where model: Information needed for specific
actions by whom
2.6. Why model: Reasons, arguments,
justifications, evidence, knowledge

Figure 4.1: The Kantian information model (Wijnhoven, 2009)
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Organizational a priori’s
& a posteriori’s
Section 4.4

3. Integrate
models to
enterprise system

4. Realize organizational
change needs
See book chapter 6 & 7

4.2 Goal of this chapter
People are able to make empirical observations, named a posteriori propositions, following Kant, by
using (analytic and synthetic) a priori as spectacles to observe the world. However, this spectacles may
enable viewing, they are necessarily biased and incomplete. These biases are not always wrong, because people are not able to observe everything and depending on scope and purpose some bias is required. But, if we are biased, we have to be aware that we are and thus intentionally should select a bias or understand it and adopt other perspectives to be integrated. This implies that the concepts we use
for acquiring and organizing data (like data models and calculations models) are a priori propositions
and that the data in our databases and the outcomes of our spreadsheet calculations are a posteriori
propositions.
In this chapter, we first describe elements of MS-Visio as a huge set of a priori’s among which we will
need capabilities to choose for being able to use them successfully in section 4.3. More specifically for
organizational modeling (yes, we need models as representations, thus information, again for storing
and exchanging insights!) we will use the following a priori’s and related MS-Visio tools: “What
models”, “How models”, “When models”, “Who models”, “Where models” and “Why models” with
MS Visio (the last being introduced earlier in this QuickStart). These will be introduced in section 4.4.
Finally, we are going to integrate the models to an enterprise system, by which we can realize organizational change needs. This will be the subject of section 4.5.
Before reading further, we strongly recommend to first read the chapter in Wijnhoven (The Kantian
view and multiple perspectives) before starting this chapter, so you have a better idea what you are doing in this chapter.
4.3 Basic skills of MS Visio
MS Visio is a business modeling tool by which one can create drawings, flowcharts and other reports
of relevance for organizations and business. The program includes many templates which create a
simple starting point for your design. From there you can easily insert various forms and subjects in
your drawing.
When you start with MS-Visio, first the start screen of Figure 4.2 comes up. In this screen, you can
choose which model you want to create.
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Figure 44.2

In additiion to these standard
s
tem
mplates, theree is also the possibility
p
to download teemplates from the Internet. F
For example, you can dow
wnload tempplates from the
t Microsofft Office sitee. When you
u click on
‘Templaate’ under ‘M
More on Office Online’, yyou can choose between
n many templlates. It is allso possible to chhoose anotheer template by creating a new diagram
m. When you
u choose a teemplate, it ap
ppears on
the left sside of the drrawing page. This templaate (also nam
med “stencil” by Visio) coontains all sh
hapes you
need for a specific chhart. Templaates includes,, beside thesee shapes, also certain styyles, settings and tools
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needed ffor that chartt. But how to
o open a tem
mplate when you are no longer
l
in thee opening scrreen? For
this clickk on “File”, move the mouse
m
to 'New
w', stand on it, choose th
he category aand click on
n the template youu want to usee. See Figuree 4.3.

Figure 44.3.

In this example we open
o
a ‘Basic Flowchart ’. After open
ning it, we seee our drawiing environm
ment with
menus, ttoolbars, stenncil shapes, etc. The draawing enviro
onment proviides a 'grid', so it’s a bit easier to
post shappes. Shapes contain connection poinnts when you
u place them
m on the gridd (drawing paaper). By
printing the drawing the connectiion points, grrid etc. will disappear.
d
The next step
p is to insertt 'shapes'. If you open a template,
Supposee we want to make a buillding plan. T
you get aan empty sheeet, which iss similar to thhe other Offiice programss, like Word.. Now, draw by using
differentt shapes. Seee Figure 4.4.
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Click on the shappe you
wantt, and drag itt to the
draw
wing.

Figure 44.4.

Sometim
mes you are looking
l
for a shape whicch is not inclluded in the list. Then yoou can use th
he search
engine oof MS-Visio, for finding that
t specific shape. Typee in the searcch part a desccription of th
he subject
that youu want to usee and click on
o enter. Thee search partt is at the to
op of the ‘shhapes bar’. When
W
you
search foor ‘door’, thee following options
o
are shhown. See Figure 4.5.
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Figure 44.5

One cann also open a new stencil in the same template. Go
G in the men
nu bar to 'Fille', then 'Shaapes’, and
find the shapes you want
w in the drawing
d
pagee.
Adjustinng Shapes
If you addded a shapee in your draw
wing, you maay also wantt to adjust it. There are vaarious ways:
1. M
Move the moouse on one of thboxes, aand pull the shape
s
to the right size as given in Fig
gure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6

Figure
F
4.7.

2. R
Right click on
o one of thee lines, then choose ‘Pro
operties’ See Figure 4.7. H
Here you caan specify
tthe right size of the shap
pe. You cann fill the sizee in millimetters for the llength and width
w
See
F
Figure 4.8.

Figure 44.8

Other opptions of Visio
You cann affect a lot in Visio, bu
ut not all optiions are visib
ble. Sometim
mes you do nnot want thiss, but it is
useful too know wherre you can fiind these oppportunities. Go
G to ‘View
w’, then chooose ‘Toolbars’ and finally chooose the toollbars you waant at the top of your screeen. Sometim
mes the templlate does nott have the
right sizee. It is useful to know ho
ow to edit in that case. Ch
hoose ‘Insertt’, then ‘New
w Page’. You
u will see
the optioon ‘Page Setuup’, in the diifferent tabs yyou can speccify exactly what
w you waant. See Figu
ure 4.9.
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Figure 44.9

t
are man
ny Visio feat
atures that aree invisible, but
b you can cchange this. Go
G to the
As in anny program, there
'Tools' bbutton in the menu
m
bar an
nd then choosse ‘Options'. See Figure 4.10.
4

Figure 44.10.

Text cann be added too the shapes. Click on a shape and start
s
typing. Visio zoomss automaticaally to the
shape, soo you can read what you
u are typing. If you want to delete tex
xt quickly, doouble-click th
he shape.
This makkes the wholle text in thee shape seleccted. Then deelete it, or ty
ype a new texxt. In additio
on to text
in shapes you can insert loose tex
xt in Visio. T
This can be done
d
with a textbox.
t
Justt click on thee text tool
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on the tooolbar, and make
m
a squarre or rectanggle with a sin
ngle click on
n the drawingg page and th
hen drag.
Thereaftter you can innsert the textt and edit it. For examplee you can und
derline or itaalicized the teext.
Connectting Shapes
For connnecting the shapes
s
with each
e
other, M
MS-Visio haas the ‘Conneector Tool’. Put your mo
ouse on a
junction of the shapee, click on it, and connecct it with thee other shape. The junctioons will be red,
r when
the shapes are conneected. When the
t junction turns red, the connection
n continues bby moving th
he shapes.
There iss also anotheer way of co
onnecting thhe shapes. Seelect the shaapes you willl connect. Go
G in the
menu baar to ‘Shape’’ and then ‘C
Connecting sshapes’. You
u will see thaat there are ddifferent con
nnections,
‘Straightt’, ‘Right-Anngle’, ‘Curveed’. See Figuure 4.11.

Figure 44.11

Editing sshapes
Like the ‘Text Tool’’ and ‘Conneecter Tool’ thhere are also
o a number of possibilitiees to change the color
of the shhapes and linnes. See Figurre 4.12.
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Figure 44.12.

Add a diiagram or shaape to an oth
her Office-prrogram
Frequenttly you will add the draw
wing to a M S Word file.. There are a few ways tto insert a drrawing in
Word.
1. Y
You can savve the drawin
ng as a JPEG
G or Bitmap
p. Then open
n the Word ffile click in the
t menu
bbar on ‘Inserrt’, and ‘Pictture’. Find thhe file on th
he location yo
ou saved it, and click on
n ‘Insert’.
See Figure 4.13.
4

Figure 44.13.
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When you save a shape as a JPEG, you cannot change that shape in Visio anymore. Per default, MS-Visio saves the shapes as a drawing (.vsd). So when you want to change the shape
in the future, you must save your file as a drawing.
2. The other way is to select the model, or a part of it, and use ‘copy’ and ‘paste’ to insert it in
the Word file. The advantage is that you can change the drawing in Word by a ‘double-click’.
4.4 Multi‐perspective business process modeling using MS Visio.
After the short introduction of MS Visio, we will discuss the assignment. As marked in the introduction of this chapter, Kant’s epistemology emphasizes different a priori’s which result in different models. One can create the models in separate Visio pages, but in the same ‘Visio book’. For the different
perspectives we need different templates. The relationship between shapes and certain templates fits
well with the theory of Kant. For instance a certain shape like a process, may belong to a template
such as a flowchart. Following Kantian reasoning, a business process would be a synthetic a priori’,
consisting of multiple analytics a priori’s like activity, time, sequence, information flow and actor (depending on the ontology, of course more can be included or excluded). The template represents a ‘synthetic a priori’, in which the various shapes are related.
‘How’ Perspective
The first model discusses the ‘how’ perspective. This is a roadmap that describes what must be done in
certain situations. After opening MS Visio, you must choose a template. For this perspective we chose
the Basic Flowchart template under MS Visio “business”. Name the page before you start. You can rename a page in the same way as an Excel-sheet. In the bottom of your screen you see the tab ‘Page’,
click with the right mouse-button, and type a proper name (e.g. how) at ‘rename page’. The next step
is to create a model by connecting the right shapes. A brief legend of the shapes is needed to describe
the meanings of the shapes., like in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14.
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We do nnot give a steep by step deescription of how to mak
ke a ‘how’ model. There iis a guide off building
a ‘how’ model in thhe book of Wijnhoven
W
(22009). An ex
xample of a “how modeel” is given in
i Figure
4.15.

Figure 44.15

In the m
model are 2 unusual
u
objeects namely (1) the ‘off page referen
nce’, which when doublle-clicked
links dirrectly to another model (We
(
discuss this later by
y the integrated workflow
w model) an
nd (2) the
commenntary or a rem
mark object,, which can be created by
b clicking on
o ‘Insert’ inn the menu bar, then
clicking on ‘Commeent’. For both
h, see Figuree 4.16. One can
c also add colors to thee shapes to clarify
c
the
meaningg of the differrent shapes.

Off pagee reference

Commeent

Figure 44.16

‘Where’ Perspective
This is aan importantt perspectivee. The 'wherre' perspectiv
ve shows the communiccation needs between
departmeents if a projject is underr constructioon. The 'wherre' perspectiv
ve consists oof two parts. So open
two new
w pages in your Visio-worrkbook (’Ins ert’ → ‘New
w Page’ → ‘N
Name’).
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The firstt step of the 'where' mod
del is to creaate an ‘Organ
nization Chaart’ in whichh the sections are displayed bbriefly. Just make sure you
y choose tthe right tem
mplate namely ‘The Orgaanization Ch
hart Template’. For opening thhis template click on ‘Fille’ in the meenu bar, follo
owed by ‘Shaapes’, then ‘B
Business’
and clickk on ‘Organiization Chartt’. See Figuree 4.17 for an
n example of an Organizaation Chart.

Figure 44.17

The secoond part of this
t perspectiive consists of an integraated model, which relateed the first part of the
‘where’ perspective to the ‘how’ perspective . Create it by
y using “swimlanes”, whhich is called
d a ‘Cross
Functionnal Flow Diaagram’ in Viisio. Open a new page in
n the corresp
ponding set oof shapes by
y clicking
on 'File' → ’Shapes’ →’Flow Ch
hart’ → ‘Crooss functionaal flowchart shapes’.
s
Theere are 2 shap
pes in the
left colum
mn of the woorksheet. Draag the ‘Funcctional band’ on the draw
wing page. Seee Figures 4.18.

Figure 44.18
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Then we get the next screen of Figure 4.19. Choose 'Vertical' (or horizontal) and enter by ‘Number of
bands’ the number of departments. You defined the number of departments in the first part of this perspective. Click on 'OK' and the framework of the model appears on your drawing page. Enter a title
and fill in the department names in the columns. It is now just a question of exactly replicating the
‘how’ model, and decide which department makes which step. So copy the ‘how’ model, and place
each department in the right department. Connect the shapes in the same way as in the ‘how’ model.
Party Bid
Customer
Commission to
make a bid for a
party

Management

Kitchen

Service

Collect data about
number of people
etc.

Collect Financial
Data

Collect data
about the food
need.

Collect data about
the drink needs.

Select the
Food

Select the
drinks

Collected
data for the
party bid

Bid Ok?

Present data and
results to
customer

Proposal for
the party
Planning of
the staf

Set data for
the party

Select artist/
band

Figure 4.19.

‘Who’ Perspective
The 'who' perspective shows the interrelationships between actors, activities and resources. For modeling this perspective, we use the 'Basic shapes' template ('General' → ‘Basic Shapes’). The meaning of
the shapes are given in Figure 4.20.
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actor

activity

source

Figure 4.20.

The idea is as follows: an actor performs in a particular business and executing it, therefore s/he needs
some resources. Choose the ‘Basic Shapes’ template. See Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21.

‘What’ Perspective
The 'what' perspective considers the needed data and information. For this perspective we need an Entity-Relationship Diagram, which we have seen in chapter 2.

‘When’ Perspective
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As the nname suggessts, the ‘wheen’ perspectiive is about modeling off time dimennsions, whicch can be
done by PERT and Gantt chartss in Visio. A
Add for this perspective also a new page in you
ur current
me it. Then open
o
the corrrect templaate. For the ‘Gantt’-charrt, click on ‘File’ →
workboook, and nam
‘Shapes’’ → ‘Scheduule’ → ‘Gantt Chart Shappes’. The folllowing screen will appear
ar, se Figure 4.22.
4

Figure 44.22

Before aall kinds of options
o
are in
ntroduced, w
we must think
k about why
y the 'when' pperspective should
s
be
made. Iss this an exam
mple of a prroject with a number of tasks,
t
or is this a whole year with alll sorts of
projects?? So think abbout the purp
pose. It is eveen better wheen a Gantt ch
hart is made for both optiions.
When w
we choose to display
d
the tiiming of a prroject, we mu
ust first determine how m
many jobs th
his project
encompaasses. Suppoose there is a project withh six tasks, we
w fill in 6 by
b 'Number oof tasks'. Theen we set
the time dimensions. For a projeect the majorr units may be
b months, and
a minor unnits are days or possibly weekks. We must also determine in whichh time units the
t duration of
o a task is kkept. Finally,, we indicate wheen the project starts and
d ends. Whenn everything
g is filled ou
ut click on 'O
OK' and wee have an
‘empty’ Gantt chart as
a given in Figure
F
4.23.

Figure 44.23
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Now wee must fill in the correct information
i
for a task. Double-click
D
on ‘Task 1’ and enter th
he correct
job nam
me. Then douuble-click on
n the start daate of this taask, and chan
nge it in thee correct datee. Do the
same forr the end daate. The ‘Durration’ bar bbehind the taask will chan
nge automatiically. Do th
his for all
tasks. Taasks may haave possible overlaps, hoowever, som
me tasks can only be donne when the previous
task is ffinished. So you must th
hink about thhe tasks, whiich of them are sequentiial? An exam
mple of a
Gantt Chhart is in Figure 4.24.

Figure 44.24.

Also a T
Title bar is added to this chart, whichh immediately gives an explanation
e
of the purpo
ose of the
table. Thhe ‘Title bar’’ can be foun
nd in the ‘Shaape bar’ on the
t left side of
o the screenn. It is also po
ossible to
add loosse tasks, wheen there are to
oo few taskss. Click on th
he ‘Task bar’, and drag itt to the chart.. The further stepps are the sam
me as above. See Figure 44.25.

Figure 44.25

‘Why’ P
Perspective
The last perspective is the ‘why’ perspective.. This perspeective seeks to
t provide evvidence, argu
uments or
o Visio. Addd a new pag
ge to your
reasons ffor certain actions. One can use the ‘Brainstormiing shapes’ of
workboook, and nam
me it. Then open
o
the righht template, the brainsto
orming shappe, click on ‘File’ →
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’Shapes’ → ‘Business’ → ‘Brainstorming’ → ‘Brainstorming shapes’. Wijnhoven (2009) gives an example of a ‘why’ perspective in his book on page 64.
This is a great way to make an informed decision, which weighs the pros and cons against each other.
Add a ‘central topic’ to the page for the arguments pro, and add a ‘central topic’ for the arguments
against a particular topic. Then add these arguments to both ‘central topics’. Try to find at least 3 pros
en 3 cons. Connect these arguments with arrows to the ‘central topic’. An example of this perspective
is given in Figure 4.26.
Extra revenues
Branding

Why organize the party?

Fun to do
something new

Why not organize the
party?

Takes a lot of time
Fewer opportunities
for other customers
Costs money
because of
investments

Figure 4.26

But this is not the end, because we must integrate the models and perspectives to one coherent view.
4.5 Model integration
There are various methods to integrate models. We discuss the most obvious methods of Visio.
Meta-Language
Meta-language is a method to integrate different models by ensuring the shapes and lines in the different models are consistent with each other. So when you use a rectangle to show an activity or process
in a model, the rectangle must propose also an activity in the other models. For clarity to the use of
meta-language, in addition to similar shapes, similar colors can also be used.
Off-page reference
We have seen the ‘Off-page reference’ already, in the ‘how-perspective’. Off-page references, are
links that, when double-clicked, links directly to another model. In this way, different perspectives are
related to each other. The off-page reference shape can be used to link full pages, or to link certain
shapes from one perspective to a similar shape in a different perspective. In the first case it does not
matter where the off-page reference shape is placed. In the second case, the off-page reference must be
placed on or beside the appropriate shape. How do we get these off-page references inserted in the
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workboook? The ‘Offf-page referrence’ is situuated under the ‘Basic Flowchart’ ttemplate. Seee Figure
4.27.

Figure 44.27

Figu
ure 4.28

Click onn it, and dragg it to the righ
ht place and the next screeen appears (see Figure 44.28). To lin
nk the different peerspectives to
t each otheer, choose foor ‘Existing page’ under ‘Connect tto’. Then in
ndicate to
which paage the link should be made.
m
Do not change the other marks,, and click onn ´OK´. On the page,
chosen uunder ´Conneect to´, will appear
a
the saame ‘Off-page reference’. When youu connect two shapes,
drag the icon to the appropriate shape. Now the connectiion is done. What have w
we achieved
d? Double
click on the off-pagee reference shape. Right now, you seee the shape//page to whicch the off-paage reference attaached.
As an exxample, we have
h
named the process ‘Collect Fin
nancial Data’ in the ‘how
w’ perspectiv
ve. In the
‘Who’ pperspective iss a ‘Financiaal Inquiry’. T
These two arre clearly related to eachh other. An ‘off-page
referencee’ works finee for showing this connecction. See Fiigure 4.29.
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Figure 4.29

It is possible that there are different ‘off-page references’ in one model. Different shapes of different
models could be related to each other, but also complete models/pages could be connected in such a
manner. It is also possible to create an index of the different perspectives. This may look like Figure
4.30.
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Figure 4.30

4.6 Further study
The computer science has developed various modeling tools in recent decades, which facilitated to
systematically describe an organization, diagnose and define how information systems can contribute
to a better process. In this context, one of the most cited books is of Scheer (Scheer 2000) where
Scheer presents the ARIS method, which is owned IDS which performs studies for the implementation
of SAP (the world leader in business software). For a discussion on the usefulness of modeling languages see Recker et al (Recker et al. 2009).
4.7 Exercises
1. SmileYou. Mary-Ann’s fashion company contracts production to producers in China, Turkey and
India. For this procurement managers specify products, negotiate and contract with producers.
Each season volumes of end products will be delivered to SmileYou warehouses in Western Europe, Northern America and the Middle East. In 2010 over 30 million euros of production orders
were released. After some checking of what finally entered the shops, there is an estimate that almost 10% of all the products never arrived at the shops; a loss of 3 million. Consequently, MaryAnn wants to have the logistic processes from manufacturer to shop carefully documents, and
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wants concrete solutions of the problem by organizational measures, process designs, information
systems and data where possible.
2. Student administration. Describe the organizational measures, knowledge needed, processes, information and systems that are needed to select applicants for 10 different university bachelor
programs. What will be needed for an average university (about 25000 students, 5000 applicants
per year) to process candidates within 2 weeks?
3. Just three questions for reflection: What is the relation between an ontology as a philosophical understanding of the essence of things and a priori’s and modeling languages? Why is knowledge on
a priori’s not empirical knowledge? How can it become empirical knowledge and what is the role
of a posteriori’s here?
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5. The Hegelian perspective and information triangulation
5.1 Hegel and critical information analysis
The Hegelian inquiring system suggests that information is mainly subjective and contextual, and that
each statement (thesis) may be easily countered by an antithesis on the same or different evidence. The
major job for people is to know the evidence on which each (anti-)thesis is based, criticize it and develop a plausible synthesis on top of this reasoning and evidence. For information management this
means that there is data which reflects a trend, antithesis which reflect a countertrend, and synthesis
which combine the two trends to a new entity. This has major consequences for Internet information,
which mostly lacks control over the truth. Think for example of any person who would want to communicate negative views about Grand Café. He could tell on the internet (via social software) about
his “experience” and exaggerate some minor weak points, tell that the food was bad only because the
potatoes were a bit cold (this is named the thesis). If anybody reads this review s/he will think twice
about going to Grand Café. It is important to check in this case who has been the author of the review
and what has been his viewpoint. Is it a complete picture of the dinner or does he only talk about the
negative things? Of course, the owner of Grand Café could respond and state how terrific they are (and
thus states an anti-thesis), but who should the reader believe and trust? Only by asking the right of critical questions an information consumer (named information slave here), can find out that maybe the
thesis or anti-thesis is incorrect and starts believing one of them. Often, however, both thesis and antithesis are hard to reject and have considerable good evidence in support. In that case, the information
slave must emancipate and build his own opinion on topic of the good elements of the thesis and antithesis, which is named the synthesis.
According to Hegel a society has dialectic forces caused by the tension between so-called “masters”
and “slaves”. Via these tensions a society evolves to different historical stages. Following this idea,
Wijnhoven states (following (Churchman 1971)) that there are information masters and information
slaves in information society. The master produces the information which will be shown to the information consuming information slave. On the Internet and public media, we are led to believe a certain
view of the world (thesis). Although the supportive information may be correct, the information is
necessarily not complete and biased towards the support of a particular view. This is obviously so, because reporters and writers can never be complete and are selective to serve the particular interest of
their funding organizations (mostly the newspaper shareholders, the real information masters) and
their information slaves. Alternatively, as information slaves, we mostly lack the tools, time and
means to critically check the veracity of the information that is presented, but some basic insights and
skills to do so can help a lot. Therefore we present the critical information triangulation method later
in this chapter.
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It is often stated that Internet information is by definition biased and unreliable, but one may ask if officially well-developed information systems in organizations do meet high reliability demands. The
answer to this is sometimes yes, but often no, because the realization of reliable information by systems is very complex as well. Many information systems are developed to deliver management information. The main difference with Internet information is that there is no counter evidence in an information systems context, making it actually more sensitive to sources of unreliability. Management
information must of course represent correct measures of business performance and should help management to make the right payment and investment decisions. This sounds simple, but it is extremely
difficult to realize in an objective and non-biased way. The biases may be caused by problems with
five key parameters of management information systems mentioned by Hofstede (Hofstede 1981) before:
1. Are the effects of the intervention known or is it impossible to overlook all the effects of the intervention completely?
2. Are the actions of the managers routinely or are they uncommon? And is it possible to be judged
by an expert then?
3. When the effects are unknown, decisions will be made based on intuition or trial and error. Here
databases can play an important role to identify the best action.
4. Information systems become especially important when it is possible to measure the output.
5. Output measurement is very hard, though, because there is an ambiguity of goals. When this ambiguity can’t be solved, decision making will be degraded to political business. However, legitimacy will be obtained by informing. But with this information we cannot expect a useful understanding of the decision making.
When you follow this model it possible to find out what kind of control is present within a company
and thus of an information system is able to produce relevant and objective information. When you go
along these parameters, you will find the appropriate kind of control and information use (see Figure
5.1).
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Figure 5.1

Of course, we want to avoid information errors the Internet and information systems contexts, which I
would like to name low versus high content and publishing control respectively. However, full control
and errors and unavoidable, and consequently, we will focus in this chapter on the information slave,
and emancipating this slave by giving him or her the right kind of key critical information triangulation tools for both low and high content creation control contexts, i.e., the Internet and information
systems.
5.2 Goal of this chapter
We estimate the value of information through Internet information triangulation (the comparing of data and opinions) in section 5.3 and information systems information triangulation (also named assumptions checking in Wijnhoven 2009) in section 5.4. For this we apply a variant of the general information management model as described in chapter 1, that starts with scoping, finishes with actual
understanding of the world and has two different contexts of triangulation. See Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The Hegelian information management model.

Ultimate goal: You can estimate the value of information through information triangulation and information assumptions checking.
5.3 Internet information triangulation
Triangulation is about information values. There are four kinds of triangulation, which Wijnhoven
took from Denzin (Denzin 2009) (Wijnhoven, 2009 p. 82-84);


Data triangulation focuses on the verification of data which is acknowledged in the source. An example is the climate report from the IPCC, which contain a few errors which were discovered later. These mistakes were discovered by comparing the data in the IPCC report with the data in other sources.



Investigator triangulation focuses on the author. In the IPCC report (Wijnhoven 2012), three
commissions are housed, for convenience 1, 2 and 3. Commission 1 may only point at pure scientific and licensed publication. Commission 2 may only point at everything which is already known
and written about the climate. Commission 3 focuses only on the effects of the climate and the
models people use for this. Because of this, the report is filled with scientific and non-scientific
data. So it is essential to distinguish what is said by commission 1 and 2. Who says what and what
is the concern of somebody to say something. These are questions you have to ask with investigator triangulation.



Theoretical concept triangulation. You can see the IPCC report in different ways. A skeptical
opinion is to think that the report is only in benefit of the environment. An economic concept is to
see the possibilities of climate change for the development of previously infertile or not exploitable bottoms. IPCC information can also be regarded from a political scientist perspective by explaining its publications and debate from energy geo political perspectives.
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Methodological triangulation is divided into four species of data used to develop evidence:
A. Empirical data the IPCC reports is for example the evidence that states that glaciers are melt-

ing and getting shorter
B. Interpretive data: for the IPCC report it is important to completely understand on what and

why people react on the report. If there is something really negatively stated, it is necessary to
gauge the reaction in advance to see what kind of effect a certain statement has.
C. Historical data. Although thermometers are relatively new human inventions, temperatures

can also be estimated by the size of tree rings. You can see in the past temperature also raised.
The question is whether the current increases are more abnormal and extreme than the historical increases.
D. Critical data. This is data on the impact of IPCC data on society and human behavior. Critical

data may show for example that global warming has disastrous effects on the abilities of
whole populations and countries to survive, and the data may show the cause being human or
not. Well if the cause is human, people have to change and the political consequences will be
huge. If the cause is not human, people may want to continue living the way they always did
and just wait till disaster happen (or hopefully not). This is exactly the debate between climate
doom thinkers and climate skeptics or between the interests of the environmental movement
and the car industry.
Wijnhoven (Wijnhoven 2012) has the following steps in dialectic triangulation of evidence (see Figure
5.3).
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Step 1: define a thesis as a proposition (e.g.
people are the cause of global warming)

Step 9: define the ant-thesis as a proposition
(e.g. sun activity is the cause of global warming;
or: there is no global warming)
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No
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Figure 5.3

The aim of dialectic information triangulation is to be critical, but constructive as well by aiming at
higher levels of understanding and avoiding cynicism regarding human possibility to achieve more
depth and awareness of problems.
5.4 Systems information triangulation and assumption detection
Exactly the same questions as with Internet information can be raised regarding information systems
output. To explain this, let’s give the example of triangulation management reports.
•

Context: The annual report of 2009 in company X reports a poor sales results for this year. The
Top management shows concern and holds as THEORY (thesis) that the Sales department is not
well working, inefficient, and that a solution (intervention) of the problem is needed by cutting
down its size by 20%.
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•

The Sales department head holds as THEORY (anti-thesis) that they have been working fine, but
the economy is down, a new competitor took market size and so they need more support (intervention) to beat the competition and be prepared when the economy is better again.

For both Thesis and Anti-Thesis, data, investigator and method triangulation is possible to increase insight in the situation. (Note that the detection of Thesis and Anti-thesis itself is already theory triangulation).
Thesis triangulation:
•

Data for inefficiency of sales department (output measurement), which needs an agreement on
objectives and measures like sales versus cost. Achieving a high Sales versus costs rate can be
recognized as a very short term view on a Sales department’s objectives.

•

Investigator: The “Company controller” has an assignment from the top manager to create the data and cannot act independent of the Top management assignment.

•

Method: The observations only consist of “Registered sales figures” and “department costs figures” included in the “SAP database”.

Anti-thesis triangulation:
•

Data for success (number of new clients, feedback on promotion & brand name, number of sales,
market-size figures (Nielsen), macro-economic data (CBS/CPB). The Anti-thesis thus includes a
much richer and especially a longer term perspective of the Sales department’s objectives. Objectives definition: sales/costs is too restricted short term for the moment.

•

Investigator: Department head and market consultant. Both are of course not biased (Top management is not biased as well).

•

Method: Market & macro-economic figures, feedback forms and website statements after promotions and fairs. Scenario of market growth and sales people needed. This includes a much richer
set of data, aiming at longer term views of the sales department.

Well, how to create a synthesis? Need for developing a short term and longer term perspective of
Sales. If that decision is taken, in fact the Top management gives in. The Top management did not
want to lose face and investors were becoming very nervous. The Head of the Sales department did
not want to give either, because this would result in overloaded people and poor sales services. At the
end the Head of Sales was fired and replaced by a younger less experienced person. The company lost
substantial market share, lost substantial market capitalization in the two year after that, and was taken
over by its main competitor.
5.5 Further study
Currently, there is actually remarkably little written on this subject. Therefore, you are invited to participate in a bachelor and/or master thesis of the teacher. Also see Wijnhoven (2012) and Hofstede
(1981).
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5.6 Exercises
1. IPCC. The IPCC is the United Nations International Platform on Climate Change. Its reports have
been debated heavily in the last few years. Debate the report that states that half of The Netherlands will be under water at the end of this age using the triangulation method rigorously. Do this
exercise with at least another person. Use Internet resources as much as possible.
2. Sales. Catherine Malone is the head of the sales department of SmileYou. She is responsible for
10 sales persons that regularly visit companies and national headquarters of SmileYou, but which
also does all the PR and even participates in product design and product decisions at SmileYou.
Catherine has a base income of 30000 euro per year and an additional payment that can up to
90000 depending on the net profit of the firm. This year was not very well, and Catherine was not
offered a salary supplement. Additionally, the department’s costs will have to be reduced by 20%
(two people out), although the workload will remain the same. Catherine is furious. How can she
make a well grounded and convincing alternative view on the situation?
3. Company X was advised after a short informal visit of an organization consultant to outsource its
financial affairs to KPMG. KPMG has an excellent demonstration of their capabilities in processing all administrations (human resources, pay roll, client transactions, and internal bookkeeping and control). How can the Company triangulate KPMG’s offering?
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6. Organization and IT alignment
6.1 Organization and information
You can draw an organization chart to display the organizational structure. You can also do this for the
information management of an organization, which is called an information-architecture diagram.
There are multiple methods to draw an information architecture. In this chapter we teach you how to
use ArchiMate (on a basic level).
After having understood some of the major conceptualizations of information and their practical implications, we now discuss information management in its organizational context. For discussing this,
Wijnhoven’s alignment model is chosen. This alignment model focuses on the relevance and contributions of IT investments for organizational strategic and operational requirements. Most organizations
can only keep existing when the strategic policy, the IT-policy and the IT-systems of an organization
are well aligned. In some cases the IT and systems policy does not correspond with the strategic policy
or organizational processes. In those cases the organization does not work efficiently and effectively.
To solve this problem, the coherence of IT and organization has to be analyzed and second the internal
structure of the IT resources has to be organized via an architecture design. For we developed the organizational information management model of Figure 6.1.

Organizational
capabilities

The problematic
world

Select area &
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Information management alignment model
Wijnhoven chapter 6
Develop information
systems strategy

Develop new (virtual)
organization

Information systems

Develop IT
architecture
Section 6.2

5. Evaluate &
improve IT
capabilities
Wijnhoven chapter 6

Develop IT capabilities
(including
infrastructure)

Figure 6.1

6.2 Goal of this chapter
The goal of this chapter is not to learn to use ArchiMate in detail (though it would be a very good case
to do), but to understand the idea behind ArchiMate and the basics of it. With ArchiMate you can ana93

lyze the coherence of IT and organization and you can also organize the internal structure of the IT resources via an architecture design (and use this information for different purposes). Overall, you get a
view of the different layers (structure) of the IT in an organization and the alignment of it.
6.3 Basics of Archimate
ArchiMate is a language which you can use to map and describe an organization. This means that you
can easily find out what the essential factors are within your organization and how dependent you are
on certain applications or databases.
To make a model in ArchiMate you need the stencils of Visio. You can download them at
www.opengroup.org/archimate/doc/ts_archimate/apdxa.html. On this page the different symbols of
ArchiMate are explained and at the bottom you can click ‘ArchiMate information web site’. On the
next page that pops on to your screen choose ‘Downloading ArchiMate 1.0 as a non-member’. Then
follow the logical steps. If this may not work for some reason you can try to visit
http://www.archimate.org/en/home/. Here you click on ‘Start Using ArchiMate’ on the left side of
your screen and download the ArchiMate stencils.
Layers
There are three different layers in ArchiMate: the business layer, the application layer and the technical layer.


The business layer provides products and services to consumers and clients. In business administration terms we call this the front-office. This layer consist of, for example, a number of products and services. This layer also has a number of supporting systems. These must also be put in
this layer. For example: with the production of bicycles you could have a sales process and a supporting process, like a HRM policy to ensure the availability of the best people.



The application layer supports the business layer with application services which are realized
through software. As an application you could have a HRM service with as supporting system a
HRM application. For example an Access database with all the records of sold products, scatter,
sales accomplishments of the sales persons.



The infrastructure layer consists of all the infrastructural services which are needed to run these
applications. For example: the HRM database needs room to store its data, this means physical
storage capacity. You also need communication which makes it easier to add new data to the database, security, privacy and networking.

See Figure 6.2 for the ArchiMate layers.
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Figure 66.2.

Aspects
Next to tthe horizontaal layers are vertical aspeects. These aspects
a
are: the informatiion aspect, th
he behavior aspecct and the strructure aspecct.


The informationn aspect takes care of thee information
n objects and
d the data sttructures. Th
his is also
a is placed at the left off the model.
calleed the passivve structure and



The behavior asspect organizes the actioons that tran
nsform inforrmation to m
meet the infformation
needd. This aspecct is placed in
n the middle..



The last aspect is
i the structu
ure aspect. It contains an organized group of perssons, applicaations and
or that is neccessary to fuulfill the infformation
inforrmation techhnology which perform the behavio
needd. This aspecct is on the rig
ght side of thhe model.

The ArchhiMate winddow
When yoou follow thee above men
ntioned structture you willl have a matrrix with 9 ceells, because you have
3 horizonntal layers annd 3 verticall aspects; seee Figure 6.3. Each of thesse cells have to be added to get an
organizeed matrix. Liike above meentioned the information
n aspect on th
he left, the bbehavior aspeect in the
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middle aand the structture aspect on
o the right.

Figure 66.3

Specific ArchiMate representatio
r
on techniquess
The diffe
ferent structuures within ArchiMate
A
aree given in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 66.4

A list off more repressentation objeects and theiir location in the framewo
ork is given iin Figure 6.5
5.
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Figure 66.5

These arre the most important strructures whicch you can use.
u There are more optioons availablee and you
can use yyour own creeativity to make it more ddetailed or ex
xpand the model.
Extra
ArchiMaate has manyy more consttructs for moodeling IT architectures. A key idea behind Arch
hiMate is
that the aspect and layers compo
onent have ccausal relatio
ons to each other,
o
and thuus impact eaach other.
“
” relations arre representeed by differeent causal arrrows. Archiimate has
The “useed-by” and “realization”
two otheer (causality)) representattions, triggerrs and inform
mation flowss. Additionallly one can represent
relationss between architecture co
omponents aalso in terms of parts and
d whole. Som
me a list of some
s
key
(not all) ArchiMate relation reprresenting objjects. See Fiigure 6.6 forr an overview
w of ArchiM
Mate relations.
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This arrow is the realization arrow. It can only be used to point at an application that realizes something.

This arrow is a triggering arrow. It can only lead to a process.
This arrow is a flow arrow. It shows how the information flow goes. For example an information flow
from an application to a service.
This arrow is a specialisation arrow. This function specifies another function. For example: an
organization has a customer database, but also a database with regular customers who can benefit
from special offers.
This arrow is the composition arrow. It means that an object consists of multiple objects.
This arrow is Ives the “used‐by” relationship

Figure 6.6

An advice for ArchiMate modeling is that one should not begin too broadly at the bottom and that you
have several actors or roles at the top. When you end up with a pyramid shaped model you probably
did not design the model functionally. An example of an insurance service is given in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 66.7

For the ppractical ideentification of
o required aapplications, processes and infrastruccture compo
onents for
Grand C
Cafe, the folloowing chart will
w show thhat already a lot has to bee checked andd planned to
o make an
effectivee informationn management organizatiion for Gran
nd Cafe. Becaause of this ccomplexity, we leave
the diffeerences betw
ween several layers out o f the diagram
m. We also do strictly foollow the ordering of
the aspecct (passive, behavior
b
and
d structure), bbut we do use several of the
t representtation objectts that below to thhem. See Figgure 6.8.
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Figure 66.8

Above yyou see the ArchiMate
A
model for Graand Café Thee Palace. As you, many bbusiness proccesses are
taken byy different acctors, who neeed several aapplications to
t let them run
r well. Thee bear orderiing application iss owned and managed by
y the brewerr, who is also
o responsible for its secuurity, and thus Grand
Cafe onlly needs to set up the nettwork accesss to the brew
wer to realize efficient orddering processes. The
transactiion informatiion from thee ordering syystem is send
d over to thee purchase aand inventory
y system,
which neext is used by
b the financcial managerr to check th
he bills and integrate
i
thee data in the financial
reportingg. Grand Caafe allows ex
xternal to vieew informatiion that Grand Cafe pubblishes on itss website
and Grannd Cafe alsoo allows its audience to discuss and
d interact virtually. This requires settting up a
firewall and securityy service to be realized byy several kind
ds of system software.
her study
6.4 Furth
Lankhorrst et al (Lannkhorst 2009) gives an goood overview
w of the ideaas and appliccations of ArrchiMate.
A clear ppractical tool and explan
nation is giveen by archi.citis.ac.uk. ArchiMate is tthe result off a project
from thee Telematica Instituut, no
owadays callled Novay, and
a several services on bbasis of this are
a delivered by www.bizzdeesign.nl. Architecture thinnking is also
o essential fo
or assessing the businesss value of
IT.
6.5 Exercises
ut as an orgaanization is has
h not much
h coherence yyet and may fall apart
1. SmilleYou is growing fast, bu
soonn. Consequenntly Mary-A
Ann wants to develop an organization
nal strategy that aims th
hat tighter
coheerence of alll shops and warehouses in all counttries. The in each countrry, one shop
p and one
wareehouse will be
b set up as one
o firm (thee importer) th
hat acts as an
n intermediatte level betw
ween SmileYoou headquartters in Amsterdam and th
the local shops. Given th
his a new orgganization diiagram is
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needed and a specification of the systems that are needed at each shop, warehouse, importer and
headquarter needed. Make such a structure following Wijnhoven’s alignment model and next create the related ArchiMate diagram.
2. At a university a large set of different information systems each, like the e-learning system, the
student registration system, the grading system, the course planning and room planning system,
and the budget and payment system. Create a relevant ArchiMate diagram for this situation that
also aims at maximum reuse of the different systems resources, data and functionality.
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